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Proposed method for molecular optical imaging
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We can resolve multiple discrete features within a focal region of m spatial dimensions by first isolating each
on the basis of n $ 1 unique optical characteristics and then measuring their relative spatial coordinates. The
minimum acceptable separation between features depends on the point-spread function in the sm 1 nd-dimensional
space formed by the spatial coordinates and the optical parameters, whereas the absolute spatial resolution is
determined by the accuracy to which the coordinates can be measured. Estimates of each suggest that near-field
fluorescence excitation microscopyyspectroscopy with molecular sensitivity and spatial resolution is possible.
The power of optical microcharacterization methods
provides a strong incentive to seek means whereby
they can be extended beyond the ly2 limit of
diffraction. One approach, near-field scanning op-
tical microscopy (NSOM),1 uses an illuminated
subwavelength-sized aperture to generate a super-
resolution image. As with other scanning optical
techniques, spatial resolution is determined by the
volume from which optical information is collected.

Here an alternative approach is proposed in which
multiple discrete features within the same focal vol-
ume are spatially resolved in two steps (see Fig. 1).
First, each feature is identified and isolated through
one or more distinguishing optical characteristics.
Second, each feature is localized; that is, its spatial
coordinates are determined, on a scale that is small
compared with the focal volume, either by measure-
ment of the center of the point-spread function (PSF)
associated with each feature2 or by application of a
spatial gradient,3,4 as discussed below. The complete
set of coordinates for all features can then be used to
reconstruct the final image in which the relative po-
sitions of the features are shown.

The first of these steps, isolation, was recently
accomplished for a spatially dense set of discrete
sites of exciton recombination in a GaAsyAlGaAs
single quantum well by use of cryogenic near-field
microscopyyspectroscopy.5 In general, the degree of
isolation that is possible depends on the sharpness of
the PSF in the entire sm 1 nd-dimensional space of m
spatial coordinates and n optical parameters. Thus
as the spatial resolution degrades, more sites are
sampled at once, requiring increased spectral resolu-
tion to identify them all uniquely. In addition, suc-
cessful isolation requires a mean volume per feature
in m 1 n space larger than the sm 1 nd-dimensional
PSF. Consequently it is important to specify not
only the absolute spatial resolution, which is deter-
mined by the accuracy to which the relative spatial
coordinates of two distinct features can be measured,
but also the minimum mean separation between fea-
tures acceptable in m 1 n space, which is dictated by
the sm 1 nd-dimensional PSF.

We now consider applying the proposed method to
molecular resolution fluorescence microscopy. Pos-
sibly the best path to this goal is to combine the
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high spatial resolution of NSOM with the high spec-
tral resolution of cryogenic fluorescence excitation
spectroscopy.6 This reduces the minimum mean
separation acceptable for isolation, improves the ab-
solute spatial resolution by minimizing the spatial
PSF used in localization, and greatly reduces photo-
stability and background noise problems associated
with far-field single-molecule detection (SMD) under
ambient conditions. Several recent experiments per-
mit the feasibility of this approach to be addressed
in depth.

We first consider isolation. A normalized spectral
PSF can be defined by the zero phonon absorp-
tion linewidth n0, as observed in single-molecule
spectroscopy,6 – 8 divided by the inhomogeneous line-
width ns from the entire ensemble of molecules.
For terrylene molecules in disordered polyethylene
(TryPE),9 n0 , 100 MHz and ns , 10 THz. With a
mean spectral separation 10 times larger than n0 to
ensure isolation, this suggests that .104 molecules
can be distinguished in a given focal region.

At least three limitations affect this analysis. The
first is the onset of delocalization of the electronic ex-
citation as the molecules become spatially and spec-
trally more dense.9,10 Qualitatively, each excitation
will remain localized to a single molecule as long as
the mean dipole–dipole interaction energy between
molecules11 is small compared with the energy differ-
ence between their respective eigenvalues, i.e.,
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where p1, p2 are the molecular dipole moments, r is
their spatial separation, and Dn is their separation
in frequency.

In the limit for which the system is homogeneous
or else inhomogeneous only on a macroscopic length
scale, Dn ø n0. This yields r . 20 nm for penta-
cene molecules in the crystalline host p-terphenyl
(PcypTP), which is in fair agreement with photon-
echo measurements.10 It also indicates a limit to the
minimum mean separation that is well short of the
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Fig. 1. (a) Field of discrete features as conventionally
imaged in m spatial dimensions with a broad PSF. (b)
Same features after isolation in m 1 n dimensions on
the basis of n distinguishing optical characteristics. (c)
Final image reconstructed at resolution dx given by the
uncertainty in the measured position of each isolated
feature. In general, jdxj ,, PSF .

goal of molecular spatial resolution, although such
systems might be used to explore delocalization at the
level of a single molecular pair. In the opposite case
of microscopic inhomogeneous broadening in which
the energies between adjacent molecules are not well
correlated, Dn , kDnltot, the mean spectral separa-
tion between molecules as averaged over the entire
ensemble. For a Gaussian distribution we have
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To reach the molecular level sr , 1 nmd, relations (1)
and (2) yield ns .. 180 GHz. Microscopic inhomo-
geneous broadening on this scale is likely to occur in
a highly disordered host such as TryPE.

The second limitation, which is of importance in
such hosts, is spontaneous spectral diffusion and
light-induced spectral shifts12 of certain molecules
within the ensemble. However, Stark coefficients
for TryPE are independent of spectral diffusion8 and
therefore can be used to tag such molecules uniquely.
In addition, excitation intensities of Iexc , 1 mWycm2

minimize light-induced spectral shifts yet are suffi-
cient for practical SMD.

A final complication arises from the interaction
between each molecule and the aluminum coating
on the NSOM probe, which can quench the signal
owing to nonradiative energy transfer and also
shift the molecular excitation frequency. Theoretical
estimates13 suggest that neither effect will be prob-
lematic at molecule–probe separations of .20 nm.

The spatial component of the overall PSF is de-
termined by the diameter of the near-field aperture,
which should be no larger than is needed to reach the
Iexc at which light-induced spectral shifts becomes sig-
nificant. Saturation, which requires a much larger
Iexc (.1 Wycm2), was recently claimed for PcypTP by
use of an aperture of radius a  30 nm.14

We now consider localization. The spatial coordi-
nates xi of each isolated molecule can be estimated
with a quantitative uncertainty dxi by application of
a x2 maximum-likelihood analysis to the data by use
of a known PSF, hsxd. In each spatial dimension h
with N data points from 2ba to ba, it is found that2
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where D depends on the number of parameters in
the fit and the desired confidence level [D  4.61 in
Eq. (3) for 90% confidence] and sshd is the standard
measurement error at position h.

In NSOM SMD,15 s2shd  hshd since Poisson-
distributed shot noise dominates. Furthermore we
find that

hshd  Sp̂,ĥszdjp̂ ? Êsh, zdj2 ; Sp̂,ĥszdhp̂sh, zd , (4)

where Sp̂,ĥszd is the maximum signal (in counts) along
the measured range on the ĥ axis at a distance z
from the plane of the aperture for a particular ori-
entation p̂ of the molecular dipole moment. Experi-
ments demonstrate that the normalized electric field
Êsxd in the vicinity of the aperture is well approxi-
mated by the Bethe–Bouwkamp model,16 in which a
plane wave polarized along the x axis is incident upon
an aperture with a ,, l. Except when p̂ ? x̂  0,
p̂ ? ẑ  0, or p̂ ? ẑ  1, hp̂s2h, zd fi 6hp̂sh, zd in
relation (4), and a more complicated form of Eqs. (3)
is required. However, because the spatial-frequency
content of hp̂sh, zd does not depend strongly on p̂, dhp̂

should always be of the same order as for these three
cases. Relations (3) and (4) then yield
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Consider the problem of determining the x, y
coordinates (i.e., h  x or h  y) of two molecules
oriented along the x sp̂  x̂d and z sp̂  ẑd axes, re-
spectively. The relevant PSF’s from relation (4) and
the Bethe–Bouwkamp model are shown in Fig. 2,
normalized to the maximum of hxsx, 0.2ad. To mini-
mize dh, we take each PSF along a line chosen to
pass near the maximum of hp̂sxd. Numerical in-
tegration of Eq. (5b) leads to the curves Cp̂,ĥsb, zd
shown in Fig. 3, which can be used to calculate dh
according to Eq. (5a).

In each case there exists an optimum range 6ba
over which the x2 fit should be performed to minimize
dh. A good choice in all four cases is b  1.3. By
using Figs. 2 and 3, a  40 nm, and Sp̂,ĥ  400 counts
as typical,15 we find dxx  0.94 nm, dyx  1.01 nm,
dxz  0.62 nm, and dyz  1.15 nm at z  0.5a 
20 nm for N  10 and D  4.61. These uncertain-
ties are consistent with absolute spatial resolution
on the molecular level. Furthermore such resolution
can be maintained even for z . 2a, provided that Iexc

is adjusted to keep Sp̂,ĥ , 400.
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Fig. 2. PSF’s hp̂sh, zd along the h axis for a molecule at
orientation p̂ at a distance z from a near-field aperture
of radius a: (a) p̂  x̂, h  x; (b) p̂  x̂, h  y; (c)
p̂  ẑ, h  x; (d) p̂  ẑ, h  y.

Fig. 3. Parameter Cp̂,ĥsb, zd used to calculate the posi-
tion uncertainty dx as a function of the range 2ba of the
x2 fit [(a)–(d) correspond to the same p̂ and h values as
in Fig. 2].

One caveat is that hp̂sh, zd might differ from the
form given by relation (4) and the Bethe–Bouwkamp
model. However, variations owing to imperfections
in the aperture will vanish exponentially with in-
creasing z, and other differences can be accounted
for by measurement of the PSF on well-isolated
molecules. Another caveat is that xi and dxi should
ideally be determined through a six-parameter fit
reflecting all the variables within the PSF (S; x, y,
z; and p̂ ? x̂, p̂ ? ẑ). However, this approach should
reduce dx, as it exploits all the data in the scan plane
rather than just along a line, as above.

A complementary method of localization is to apply
a strong spatial gradient3,4 to which one or more of the
n optical characteristics is sensitive. The resultant
large separations between features in the affected op-
tical dimensions then directly reflect minute separa-
tions in space. Consider, for example, Stark spec-
troscopy. By applying a 10-V potential to a NSOM
probe with a 250-nm outer diameter one obtains an
electric-field gradient of .10 kVyscm nmd near the
aperture, yielding a Stark shift of ,0.2–1.0 GHzynm
for TryPE.8 Given n0 , 100 MHz, this should lead
to molecular spatial resolution. However, a sophis-
ticated algorithm will be needed to take into account
the inhomogeneous spreading at zero field and the
variation in the Stark shift resulting from different
molecular orientations. Alternatively, externally ap-
plied Stark shifts might be used to alter the spectral
separation between adjacent molecules and thus the
onset of delocalization.

In conclusion, the proposed method should be
capable of near-molecular resolution in three dimen-
sions. In conjunction with well-established fluores-
cence labeling techniques, it might be applied to the
structural mapping of protein molecules or to gene
mapping and DNA sequencing.
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